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BOOK   FOR   ARCHITECTURE      -  ---     to the modern times  

 

Chapter One        

 

The Book  about  Architecture  , or the Book  of  Architecture  is a  intention that is  

thinking   to take  shape and form and become a reality , to bring  something  new at the 

first  place  and promote  the Architecture as a  concept  that might  be  understood  by 

him self  or  related to  his  different  associated  chapters  and additional  braches  that  

by them self  constitute  various  chapters of art  and human  creation  through  centuries  

of  golden history  and shining   past , of  human  endeavors and achievements and 

struggle  

 

Architecture  is  for sure   a  wonderful  part  of  human  creation , activity  all through  

it’s long history  ,  would it have started   with  the  paintings in  the caves  of Spain  , or  

the  rocks  of  Stone Hedge   , did it start  with the difference between  a rock  and a tool  ,  

would some time  begin with a moment of contemplation , that might have  brought   an 

action   that  did not  make much  sense   in the first place , but  related  the human  

activity  with something ,  is introducing   the  architect   to  a better general  integration   
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to  the surroundings to the armor of time and contemporarily  . Ironically  , the built  

environment  concluding to  something  so  opposite    to  what the   natural   medium 

was and is   ,as   building   of  rocks  probably  or  preparing  painting   colors  and  

repeating  the  initial  creative  act  , where ever  would it  have  been, the beginning  it is 

sure  , it started  with  a kind  of  thinking  that was  going to  promote so much , and  to 

last so long  and , create something  so important that the humanity as a  total would have 

to reflect for some time to understand and to go on .  I am  not trying  to review  , the  

different    beginnings  of Architectural development , there will be mentioned ,different 

events , just  to  demonstrate the different  arguments along the way  and to try to 

discover  new ways  and possibilities  that  might conclude to interesting  versions  or 

solutions .Would we exaggerate  much of  it if we would say that sculpture and painting  

are some kind  of  derivates  of   

architecture  and they would  not find  their place without  a  proper  created space that 

might  be the host  deliberated  created  or  arranged  with  this purpose   ,would not we 

say much  if  would  say that  Architecture is the master of arts  , and  elaborated  

,disciplines of man creativity , what  we would like to say here loud  and clear is that 

Architecture is the most wonderful think  to do ,and to enjoy ,  and the most important 

also.                                                                                                                                                                            

                                              Not only that is , enriching  our every day live,  because at 

last , but not least , are not we all trying to , buy a house, a peace of land and to build 

there the main residence of our settlement , of our temporary existence on this planet .  A 

couple of people in everyday life , are  

 living  , in a space that is  more , well  artistic  projected  , as  surfaces    ,  volumes  , and 

high ,  what do we do all day long  ?, what does wait for us  when we come home ?  Is it 

arch at the entrance or a large lobby shining all over ?  What would our guests say  when 

they enter our home : ouauuu   or  wonderful  ,  or  who   knows  what  else  .   What  are 

our childhood  memories all about , and what are  or what will be our children  “s  

memories  be when they will grow  up ? ,  will  they  become better  citizens  where ever 

they are if  they grow up  in a  proper space  ,  or  will a  better  detail    influence  ,  their   

way of  seeing    and understanding  things  that are happening  around him  ,what is the 

message of architecture  in  other words  ,  and above all what are the   consequences  that 

are coming from the  object of architecture as himself  , and through  the  experiences that 

are created by the built space   .  And do not forget housing  is just a limited chapter , of  

the building  industry so to speak ?                                                     

Along  the time  there were many  definition  of what  Architecture  is all about  , it 

probably  started with  the modern times  when  leaving  behind  the prejudices  of  past 

stylus ,  it  went directly  to  the essences  of the process and  talking  about volumes and 

light  it is  going to lead as to the  now days  buildings  and who knows where else ? 

What would be an article trying to predict the new following , steps is going to take and 

what direction will it be :  what is the main purpose ? ,  we   do not leave  in  sculptures  

or  paintings  or   other  living  art  attractions  even  we  or  at least  some of as  would    
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like  to  .When we talk  about Architecture  the first thing  our  minds go to  is,  the  

building  thing  , this  what we see , when  we walk on  streets  , on each town  ,  when we 

visit  museums  or palaces  or churches   or what ever  is  our environment    about  ,  

more  or less  built  , as we are considering the  villages  or  cities  our  proper places  to  

live  in  .  There were many  works trying to  bring  the  village or  the way the houses 

where built  in  rural  spaces  to  the town  and  to  create what is the so desired  , specific  

of  each   geographic  and  national  enclosure  .  But let us do not  ,  lose our self  what 

we have established  so far is  architecture  is above  all  buildings  ,  along  with the  

urban structure  of each  city is creating  our proper  living  space ,  so  architecture is 

where we live at , for example  I am living  in  an  villa  modern still , would  that  make  

me  an  advanced  , and  progressive  person  , of course ,  there are some detail as  how  

much do I want to spend  on  my house  ,  there are neighborhood  , for all kinds  of 

people  , from  low  income   to  , super rich  , people  .  Architecture is  where we live  ,  

and  where ever we go  and where ever do  ,  we are going to  need an office  , a lobby   

or   entry  hall  ,  witch  is what ever but  architecture more or less  .   There is  here a  

major problem  as   , how much  was  an architectural  intention  regarding the  respective  

,  house or enclosed,  or  street or  lobby  ,  this is the  more important  , problem  of our  

times   ,  there are plenty of  buildings with  an  low  artistic or  conceptual  ,  level  that  

is  responding to  , problems  of  every day live  , then the general , architectural   

programming  and conceptual design  , 

                                                            so  architecture is everything    but there is  a good  

way to do it and  a ,  wrong   way  , the only problem is  witch  way  is it going to be  ?   

There are  styles  ,  and influences  ,  there are  all kind of problems  as  lack   of finances 

or low cost  ,  budgets  ,  but there  is  no excuse  for  an   improper  building  , with   

facades  that do not   respect  the elementary  prescriptions  , and   an   improper   ,  use of  

materials  and so on  and on  ? Architecture is so wonderful that is very difficult  to 

discover it”s  secrets  < in dead   what is more present around  us then the constructed  

environment  ?  where do the most of the population   live I now days  modern life way of 

leaving  ?    When   the  urban  way  of  living  is   spreading more and more , of  the  

population  and  is  measuring   most  of  the population in most of the countries  ?  Is  

Architecture  an  urban  activity  , is it developing  it’s  major  chapters  in  the  urban  

context  ?  Maybe  , but  the  models  are steel  those  of  the  previous   constructions  of  

previous  periods  of  construction  models  ?   So  what  is Architecture  all about  , so  

many  questions  and  so  many  answers  ?  Some  thinks  are  for  sure  is  about  us  , 

people  that  are  working  it  and  trying  explain  maybe  what  can  not  be  explained  ?   

there are so many problems that the human , as spices   is  confronting  at  this time , 

demographic  ,  economic  ,  historic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

and so  on  -  and a  present  view  about  ,  the  building  environment  , of  our every day  

life  ,  the problems of the  cities in the twenty first century , zoning  and  traffic  and so  
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many others ?  What we are going to try to do at the present time is , delimitate the 

history of Architecture since the modern times and to follow  the research  to  the now 

days events and architects that  are bringing  new  forms and kind  of architecture if 

something  , like  that might be possible  ?  The  modern  times  would  be  the  so called  

the International  style and the  courageous  architects of  years of  sixty  and  seventies  -  

Le Corbusier     and  Alvaar  Alto   -  the preeminent   figures  of  the  modern times  ?  

And  basically   our  object  of interest  is of  course  the  modern contemporary  

Architecture  ?   that  seams to  be a bit crossing  , difficult  times , since   the  so  called  

post-modern  architecture  is  a chapter of the  past ,  and  mister  Richard  Meier  has  

amazed  us  with  his  white  cathedrals  of  our  times  !  

So  here we  go , chapter one of the Book 0ne  of  Architecture  

 

 

The  Ancient  Times   

 

 

The  glorious  civilizations  of the notable periods   , of human  history  -  the ancient  

Rome  , the ancient   Egypt  , the  Persian  Empire  -  or  the Greek   colonies  and 

continent   , ancient China  - not to mention memorable other places on the earth were 

human kind has created or crossed  memorable events or objects -  there were all  

wonderful  examples  of  human  thinking  , first of all , periods  of witch  did not  last   

                                                          much  except  memorable  ruins  and  objects that are 

preserved  in  , museums or archeological camps , and studied in tons of toms of  

archeological  studies  and  theories  interpretations and  speculations !   



The  ancient  

period of human civilization  is essential  for  the further  development of architecture  

represents  a time when constructions  have  achieved  such  level of development  that 

the remains have been  studied  thousand years  after that , and constitute models for 

contemporary   buildings , in a sense  !   that  must  have been  times  of  complete  

destruction and  wonderful achievements ?  the  main  characteristic  was  the slavery    

order  of  the society , that  was governing  the  different  levels  of the  populations !  

there were wars  , devastating  continents and civilizations , bringing  new  kind  of  

people instead of others  , transforming  kings  into salves and queens into servants  .   



     
Olympia   -   Ruins  of the  Zeus  Temple – Preclassic                                                                                                                               

The  construction  , programs  were analog  to the requirements  of the time  regarding  , 

housing  , military  defense ,  and  praise  of the gods  , in other words  temples !   the  

times were initial for human discoveries , there were few  knowledge  about  ,  

construction  methods - metals  and  there way  of  being  operated and used ,  there were 

plenty  of legends of all kind  about  fantastic  creatures  and people , some of them 

immortal - and with  terrible  powers  and  fantasies  , and desires !   What do we know 

about the ancient population of the England Island , the stones of the Druids time priests 

and prayers  that , are amazing our days with their cosmic correlation and coordinates , 

regarding the universe  and our planet  place in space in general ! Were this pure 

knowledge  that were spreading  through the time through  this kind  of mysterious  

construction !  the main  characteristic  of the  time was the slaves  order of the society  , 

slaves were half human or less , they could have been sold , killed or worked to death - 

all  that was upon the decision of master !  They  could also by their freedom , but that 

seldom happened  , the children born of slaves parents were slaves , and cod have been 

taken from their parents at any time ! The ancient huge buildings , as the pyramids of 

Egypt or the palaces of the Roman Empire , there were built  were the price of the lives , 

of thousands of slaves  , does that make them less impersonate  , or less grandiose 

probably not , but certainly  is bringing a shadow upon the  amazing  monuments ! The 

humanitarian  aspect of the , times of course is part of others studies and analyses , what 

we are trying  to underline here is the general context of the construction industry of the 

times ,as what were the material of the time , you cud first say marble and that is correct , 

most of the temples of  ancient Europe regards , the golden times of ancient Athens , the 

hill of Acropolis , they are made of marble of Rodos or Paros , what did they do with that 

? the distance between the colons is little above a few meters , so they were making 

colons and beams  basically , they were connected these with iron anchors , that were 



holding this together ? holding  the beams with the colons , or the different  segments of  

the colons together  !  there were also some wood components also , that did not remain 

into our days , there blocks of  stone that were constructing  walls , enclosing  different 

rooms of  the temples . Dimensioning was a very important part of the constructing 

process , and was developed to perfection into the  
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golden days of the Greek  period , there were studies about that all along the history of 

architecture , the conclusion was that the secret was the modulo of the building 

constituted of the diameter of the colon at the lowest part !   The ancient times were , hard 

times for civilized  people , or should we say , what would that days been a civilized  

society , there were a lot of symptoms of the urban way of life , as sure , a incipient  way 

of zoning as the residents of preeminent figures of the settlement   , some kind of  plaza  

for  municipal reunions and thinks like that ?  

The ancient Greece has been devastated several times , by wars and depopulated , the old 

settlements and temples had become ruins of their time ! Enable to find in their own 

country  a relief  for their energy  , Greeks had emigrated in the state of Diahohs , where 

have constitute the most emerging  community , and most active among those 

populations of multi lingoes , and multi races . Since the ancient Greece was a closed 

country , based on local resources , the Helenistik , one is on the way of inter influences 

and  both sides  acceptance ! The interest for beauty is all this time active and is coming 

in the opinion of Diogenes Laertios this way - “There are three kinds of beauty , first is 

on object of appreciation , like a beautiful shape that is to be seen ! the second is the 

practice as , an object with nice forms , as a tool ,a house and thinks like that . Others that 

are about , habits and  producing thinks , are beautiful because they are profitable ! One 

kind of beauty is an object of joy and appreciation , other is good to be used and other is 

producing advantages !”  - this is what the men sad at that time was he right ? are his 

thoughts valuable today , well what they prove above all is that at that time there was a 

real interest for what beauty is all about !   and even there were opinions that today might 

appear simples or confusing what is beauty is a question that is steel waiting  for an 

answer or a definition so to speak ! Do not forget architecture is about  producing 

beautiful  houses according  to their time , as an very important connection  to the process 

- the time connection is  really important , should we say that a beautiful  think  is so 

during a specific period of time !   does beauty  perpetuates  it self through time , is 

something beautiful  for a limited period of time  , what is the  characteristic that is 

connecting all this beautiful  monuments of   architecture , that are amazing visitors 

through centuries and constitute objects of admiration  and interest ?  The main 

characteristic of the ancient monuments is their limited  technology     abilities , their 

knowledge’s   about  the way  the materials works  are so poor  that  they could not go 

ahead from chopping  blocks of stone even that was the most precious even today marble 

of the Greek or Italian  origin ?   As well as another main characteristic is the treatment of 

the marble the most of the cases ,surface and volume to the definition of the monument ,  



most of them or the most remarkable temples , monuments of  prey or worship , the 

treatment of the surfaces is most remarkable , the every inch care for the surface is 

remarkable , the ability to put actions and human figures in marble shape is remarkable  , 

even today nobody cares about it , in  that  way regarding  façade improving , at that time 

it was constituting the main object of interest and study , it was hard to make a difference 

between a stone portrait and  any other kind of  objects coming from the marble , as 

temples or  component  objects  of  the temple , structural  or ornamental   . 
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 We do not have to wonder  that the hole proportional system came from the study of the 

human body , and from the sculpture of human figures so to speak . The relation of 

architecture  and sculpture is most evident through even the entire process of the 

sculpturing  the marble creating human figures representing heroes or Goddess   , or 

scenes of hunting or war , or creating another sculpture more complicated  and that was 

rising more problems as a temple an agora or a house , a living space that had also others 

function beyond beauty and proportions between had and body , or the way the arm is 

raising above the shoulder !  A big sculpture , this how they most have seen the problem 

at that time and probably not only by the different ways of cutting stone and marble and 

making it work together with so different materials as wood and iron , and constitute the 

magnificent monuments of the ancient times !  The Romans where different they had 

built an empire the Roman Empire that was containing most of the civilized world of the 

time , they were most known  as rhetoric  masters of the time their civilization  was  

famous for the discipline of the body as sports , and bath rooms that had a large variety of 

forms and preoccupations , they were solders  before anything else , they were disciplined 

in war , and cruel in civil life as well !  The Romans have developed the brick technology 

of construction , from little objects prefabricated they have constructed the impressive 

aches of the Theater of  Marcelius , from the forum Roman of Rome ! The Romans 

concurred the ancient Greece and used the previous cultural experience of the time , 

Greek was a used language in the capital of the world , for philosophy  and  historians  of 

the time !  Architecture has reached , an unprecedented  level of development , trough 

constructions as the Coliseum , or the villas of the aristocratic of  the time , there were 

even signs of an percipient   kind of concrete , used in the caves of the first Christians , 

the import of  style and  ornamentation was available through  the numerous  territories  

that were integrated to the empire along the years of different  emperors and generals of 

the empire !  Rome was a very  ethnic colored  place , there were slaves , and masters of 

slaves , there were prisoners from all the territories of the empire , there were citizens that 

have bought their freedom and citizenship , most of them did not have an specific 

occupation , and maybe that’s why  throwing   bred  to  the circus was a beneficial thing 

to do , besides  gladiators battles   .   The  golden period  of ancient Greece and Rome is  

the most important  of the slaves  system  of conducting  the society ,  they have produced 

magnificent  monuments of architecture , with  golden proportions ,and beautiful details , 

connecting the different elements of the construction , that were memorable , mentioned 

in the De Reedificatoria   manual  of architecture of Vitruviu . Romans were fascinated 



with the Greek past that was consisting of plenty of known considered important 

monuments since then , they were learning to speak Greek and they were studding 

philosophy and literature , they probably were learning how to build temples also and 

they were conations of the importance of the objects they were studding . The Romans 

were also developing an completely different kind of architecture very personal , specific 

and valuable and with a very preeminent character that was resulting from the nature of 

the producer The Roman Empire .   
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The Architecture of  ancient Rome was above all about Rome , the Italic peninsula and 

for sure about provinces , that were coming together to talk about what was coming to 

happen in the perimeter , as surroundings . An empire is for sure different from a state 

that was so glorious as the one built by the Greeks and their  golden period as the one of 

Pericle , is  an completely different think , Rome was the capital of the world , the eternal 

city built on seven hills and was going to last above time and centuries ! Styles were not 

as much hunted and  searched as they become object of  putting one above the other as it 

resulted from the Coliseums , were gladiators were fitting for their life and  public was 

jubilating and giving ovations to one Emperor or another . Architecture and the 

preoccupation for beauty was so present that we today have temples , arches , theaters 

and forums of different Emperors , the time the city was a republics is mostly forgot !  

 

Architects and the others people , are talking about the same think Architecture since we 

all have more ore less to do with the built environment , but what they mean is a 

completely different , sense and  message  . there is a lack of understanding regarding 

materials forms an general conception of modeling and the way space should be 

organized  and brought to reality ! the way the architect sees the problems and get 

solutions to that , is a elevated and proper most of the times manner to , get thinks 

organized , what does the non-architect do !   well he has opinions to , is interested about 

details and most of it of the price ! there is a lack of trust between , the designated 

designer the beneficiary of our work  ? where does that come from who knows ? it might 

be all about that de gustibus non discutandum , of the ancient Latin language ?   the only 

problem is are you going to trust , the person that is most desirable for decorating or 

constructing your house , the answer to that since we are trusting our lives to the doctors 

as most desirable persons  , should be affirmative ?    

 

 

 



        
 

Forum   in Rome   

 

Since construction industry has a unmemorable history thinks are becoming hard to 

connect and discuss without a serious first thinking and serious methodology .  And yes 

there is a question about an as to speak one million dollars and that is   Did the ancient 

people of the ancient time , know about the value of the Parthenon , or Erechteion ? or in 

other words , did they know above all what they were doing ? and how important it is 

what they did for the continuing developing world       ?   Was the hole world in 

knowledge of the value of object built at that time ?  because since the  Turkish 

occupation there were no major damage     to that temple ? maybe the Venus from Milo 

was not so conations of her value , since she was bought for a small , amount form a 

Greek gardener , and arrived lately at the Luvre ? In other words , does the world know 

what is valuable since that times for the continuation of the human culture and  civilizing 

?   is this what is happening since those early days of human development ? if that is the 

case we should really be proud of our self and what we have been doing all this time !  
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Let us see what the people of that time had to say about beauty and art , let us take Plato  

he says that “ when I say about the beauty of the form , I do not refer at animal or painted 

images but at lines , at plans that are resulting from the translation of them  , at corps that 

are taking shape from the rotation , on different angles all this are  beautiful not for 

something as the others but have been created beautiful for them selves and they produce 

specified pleasure as the simple colors of the above figures and are beautiful and they 



bring pleasure /Platon / Filebos Readings all this we must understand that great , 

philosopher had ceramic producing experience and was one way or another seduced by 

the process ! The ancient times had a valuable contribution to the continuing developing 

world , the ancient Greece , Egypt and Rome are hardly working for the continuing 

preservation and understanding of their heritage , there tones of studies regarding years 

emperors stills and methods of constructions , there were major programs as housing of 

different levels of comfort and prices , temples dedicated to different divine figures of the 

times , and with all that we should not extend our appreciation further then exact that , 

their limited science of construction should be related to the monuments by them selves 

even the ruins of the Roman Forum are even today so impressing  , that one could 

imagine the beauty of the monuments at their original time , they were using even some 

kind of concrete , but what they basically did was to repeat and exacerbate the same 

motives of the world of forms with simple or an important all that since the early fall of 

the Roman empire and the rise of the Christianity , that is going to divide the European 

World  at least into the east and west of the Roman Empire ! and bring a new era to the 

surface as the Romanic stile of construction and dealing the present !  

 

THE ROMANIC  TIMES   

 

The period of time from the fall of the Roman Empire of about year  four hundred and 

thirty , for the western Europe to about one thousand one hundred , of the modern times 

so to speak , it is known as the Romanic stile  , that is most characterized by one very 

strong  desire of making the most of the buildings of the  time   , which is so evident to 

every monument of that time  and so obvious to the present visitor that makes a very 

powerful impression and unforgettable memories even now days !  

The times were very hard , since the end of the slavery system , and the proficiency of the 

Christians  in the new era , the private interests are going to be on royalty and noble 

descendents  , as well as the property of the land , that are going to rule the coming 

couple of hundred of years at least !     The construction industry , is taking new steps 

toward the new systems and  requested ,  enclosures of the castles  and  religious places 

as they develop in the eastern or western part of Europe , that are going to constitute the 

main developing regions  , as  representatives examples  of the times !  The eastern 

Europe is taking shape teal  the fall of the   Constantinople’s   capital of the Empire under 

the Turkish occupation  in 1453  !   
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The Romanic  style , is sort of a waiting room to the splendor of  the Gothic  times that 

are becoming to talk about real    engineering  and the way a structure elevated above the 

surface of the ground is working and conducting the efforts that are developing form 

here! 

 



 
 

The tower of  the South Transept of the Cluny Romanesque grand Abbey  .  

 

After Rome fell in 476 , the Roman culture was spread by the Christian Church , with the 

creation of several various styles ,derivates from different influences from the Byzantine , 

or Germans or the Celts , all this called Romanesque meaning in the manner of the 

Roman ! What did that manner  , had to do with Rome is probably hard to say , but for 

sure all this time besides , her fall Rome was steel present in the memory of all those , 

that had the intention of creating or perpetuating that kind of grander manner of doing 

buildings !  There were not so much marble in that time over the continent and in general 

, so the most common material had to be the stone , in blocks and archers also in vaults 

that are a major innovation in architectural features through the ensuing centuries .  

The Romanesque Architecture is well known as a rather massive one , or through it’s 

massiveness  in the appearance  of the volumes , windows are also well placed and 

featuring the general appearances , of the castle  monastery or cathedral !  Ornamentation 

was not the issue in the Romanesque Architecture , even then it provided several 

examples of art and skill that remain though the times and memories !       Generally is 

about times of difficult production  , a lot of mysticism and crusades willing to conquer 

the Palestine and find the real message of Christianity to the middle east geographic area . 

It is just so clear the message of the Romanesque , redeveloped by it’s precursor the 

Gothic stile , is just like somebody free of spirit has just cleared his mind and went 

further to the right conclusion that is the elected expression of an existing stile in 

Architecture , in other words there is a further  continuation of so clear inspiration 

sources and so successful results as the Gothic time in Architecture . there are methods of 

submitting the proportions in the monuments of the time that have nothing to do with the 



Roman times that have give them the nomenclature , the Romanesque is a wonderful time 

for constructions , the beauty of it’s remained or demolished  , monuments of the most 

interesting characteristics   as the sense of enclosure that is giving the ensemble a new 

meaning and sense , the way the block of stones are used is completely different form 

previous times   !      

 

 An outstanding step forward of the Romanesque Architecture is the development of 

stone vaulted buildings , replacing the highly flammable wooden roofs of pre-

Romanesque structures , there also developed further problems where form  have resulted 

interesting solutions as the Dome , round and pointed vaults and plain and ribbed groined 

vaulting  .   Through time the Romanesque period is known , for his buildings of the one 

thousand year to one thousand one or two hundred , even is considered to be from as 

early as the fall of the Roman Empire of the four hundred and something , the 

monuments of the earlier time must have been temporary  constructions , that did not last 

through the time , that is the Carolingian time when Charles the Great or Charlemagne in 

the late eight and early ninth century , when he become the most powerful ruler since the 

collapse of Rome ! In Christmas day of the year eight hundred , Pope Leo declares 

Charlemagne as peace giving emperor of the Romans , in this period master builders 

were accorded a well deserved respect , the contribution is consisting of west works and 

bell towers !     

 

 

The Gothic  style  

 

The stile preceding the Romanesque  stile in architecture is known as the Gothic – it 

consists of monuments that were many of them preserved to present in satisfactory 

conditions , besides the difficulties of the times , because after all the times were known 

as the Dark days of the Medieval  times , or the  dark age of European History .  



The Continent is basically wild divided , because of the property of the land was giving 

above all the privileges , the national feelings were considered on a second level , since 

the authority was  shared between the nobles  and the King !  Gothic is an extremely 

innovative period of time during the innovations in the domain of the cult or laic 

constructions , that are coming from scientific  knowledge  of the effort movement and 

systems of the structure working as an organism , not only made of disparate blocks of 

stone , just put together one above another , but regarding a volume as a living corps. 

That is sending one messages through the nerves created special in this purpose , if the 

idea is living and it was adopted as it is , we are talking about the ancestors or the 

predecessors of the reinforced concrete structure constructions of our days , with columns  

and beams ,  and as incredible as it might seem for us today  even probably the idea that 

we do not need        walls to obtain  structural elements , that efforts are circulating 

through  specific elements of the construction , and what they do is just assure the right 

transportation to the ground  , the element resulting from such thinking is larger surface 

allocated to  windows , that were constituting beautiful elements of colored glass bringing 

color and narrating stories about legendary persons and events ! Cathedrals of Gothic 

times are so well known for their, technical achievements that were so smart translated to 

architectural elements that we admire now days .  

                    

                                                                       



Gothic is definitely  an enormous  step ahead , in the history of  architecture , cathedrals , 

noble class  residences are coming together to celebrate , technical and artistic 

achievements  , to translate the lesson of thousands of years of experience , of  master 

builders to performances such as the  cathedral of Ulm      Germany , or the black 

Cathedral of the town of Brasov  , Romania , the stone chopping art is covering an 

extremely large variety of images and forms , from simple blocks that are just one above 

the other , to frittering  figures of griffons  or other monsters  , that are decorating  the 

arches , the    columns or the roofs of constructions of the time. 

 What is the strange part of this , is that through the centuries , the times of the Gothic or 

the Middle  Age , or the age of the Middle Age , as the cruelest  times History , with 

those courts of the  Catholic Church , jugging al kind of things as erratic events , and 

extremely cruel punishments for those found guilty of charge , that was most of the case ,      

has produced so wonderful monuments of architecture , as Cathedrals or Castles  , or 

town squares so dedicated to urban presence and so remarkable as urban space !    

 

THE RENAISSANCE  YEARS  OF ARCHITECTURE  

Considered the returned-innovative years of construction methods , and look of the 

buildings of the time , and starting with the Santa Maria cupola of Florence , it developed 

, a very personal and   specific stile considered and named as the renaissance , that 

brought , to our world paintings  , sculptures , buildings , frescoes , and many others   , to 

a very new and high standard of the products , with a specific quality and diverted 

message and most of all rich context , and content of the master pieces of the time  ? 

                       



 
Renaissance if probably , one of the most proficiencies times of human creation , most 

innovative  most creative , and most illustrative , in domains such as , painting , sculpture 

, architecture , literature . It is a time of rediscovering of human general values , or at 

least this is how is considered and has been catalogued . The Renaissance people were 

enjoying rather prosperous times , the life was good and so did the artists of the time , 

they brought their talent to very hi values and brought a new spirit to the world that 

continue to amaze to centuries that have passed since then ! The good deals on commerce 

have reflected  on the artistic level to marvelous paintings , the revival  of ancient values 

has produces the facades of  Renaissance Palaces of Florence and  Venice  - is rather 

curious   but establishing connections between events leads to discoveries of the engine 

the concluded to about two hundred years of  unprecedented development of science and 

arts basically in Italy from 1400-1600 .  Painting the reality was a good reason for 

Michelangelo or Leonardo they just had to give a  name to the scene or the personage , 

and that is what they did ! But  it was the spirit of the time that made all this possible – it 

was the Medici and their republic – it was their understanding that made all this happen 

and  their willing to develop that kind of art from a very scholastic time that had just 

passed from just a couple of years before them !     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 



CONCLUSIONS WE ARE TRYING NOT TO RUSH TO  as a conclusion and original 

contribution  

 

                 Here we are at the very conclusions chapter of our endeavors , witch will 

constitute by the way the main analysis of this writing , exactly the fruition all historic 

research and conclusions , as well as a personal theory regarding future development of 

architecture directions and vision according to personal observations and convictions of   

all this that we were talking about leading us to , from prehistoric times to the first 

metallic structure of our times , the Joseph Paxton’s  Crystal Palace , of 1851 the 

following step was regarding one controversial construction of Gustavo  Eiffel the Tour 

with the same name of the 1889 , were the famous up the surfaces of the ground objects 

that had to open an era of new way things should be done since then on according to 

accessible materials and functions of the times of the twenty’s century , controversial and 

full of ino0vations of all the kinds , from theoretic to form and impressions , structure!    

To use metal only , for constructions , how much time did it take to the people that were 

preoccupied about that , domain , let’s see if  we consider that is in use since of the 

couple of thousand of years before our century , and even it was considered to be useful 

for anchoring  the stones of the ancient   columns and others parts together , it did not 

have much use even other centuries ahead  , why ?  the most important in now days 

material in constructions it was not much used , is not hard to understand since the most 

of the efforts of the science effort during the middle edge and other periods of time were 

regarding the eventual transformation of any metal into gold – the most desired metal of 

discovering travels and centuries of wars and bank deposits ! But is not just the chemistry 

of the material, the way the efforts are working in side of the building and his structural 

elements, because for the firs time there is on big differentiation of elements that support 

the wait of the constructions to the foundations, and any other elements that are 

conducting to solutions of the function or any others problems the building is supposed to 

solve, that have permitted to find a solution to the solicitations!  Generally  the idea is 

that different elements of the building , or let’s   say the construction in the project / 

conception phase , should be done of materials that are better responding to the purpose 

they are supposed to serve , what happened is that brought the iron industry to the front 

interest page of the construction industry , first we had to wider and higher , just like that 

, then the metal design image of our times , sow tempting and adapted to the now days 

types of projects we are trying to produce and imagine in the context of the technology 

and industrial evolution of our times ! The constructors sad they will build with metal, it 

was convenient and provided unlimited possibilities , as number of floors and open 

spaces provided for what ever they wanted for  what happened was that Mies Van Der 

Rohe came in the big picture as a teacher at the Chicago University and most of all a 

practicing  architect in a new era and a new world for him ! The result was amazing, 

buildings of unbelievable rigor and so to speak virtuosity ,were  designed and most of all 

built ,  they are considered even today models of modern architecture, and examples of 

pure , ideas translated into reality! It was just one step , from the blocks of stone to  metal 

structure one step so important that is measuring in thousand of years of experience and 

practice in the domain , of enclosing living rooms and bed rooms and office rooms and 

many others representatives buildings ! All this happens around, 1930-1940 years of the 

Second World War, when the world was in shock of the horrors happening in Europe, 



and it was the time of architects of Bowhouse finding refugee in the United States against 

the repressive regime arising in Germany!  Maybe it was the turn of , auto didactic  Celtic 

by research and faith  Frank Lloyd  Wright  to give the turn to some other people , from 

the construction domain , that come from the out side and have broth to the United States 

the so fresh and crystal clear architecture of the time , or of the birth of the MODERN 

Architecture , Wright that opened his office in 1898 ,  has done plenty of interesting , 

remarkable even for now days students and practicing persons of the field , when in 

Europe the modern times begin with Corbusier of the twenties , and or the Bowhouse of 

the thirties  , what happens is the following :   Mies van Der Rohe comes to Chicago , and 

has several talks with Wright  , they needed    a translator because Mies van der Rohe did 

not have any English  know loges , and after words in a public presentation he says the 

following :  ladies and gentleman    I  give you Mies Van Der Rohe  ?!!?? Why would he 

do that ? why would he say such a think ? he was the master builder in the city ?   had he 

to personally present his successor like the royal families did , in previous times ? one 

think is for sure architecture in the beginning of the twenties century was for sure a 

domain that interested the public , and the persons that were producing this things were 

supposed to deserve the considerable attention and most of all the considerable 

consideration and appreciations  , witch  meat that there was a considerable interest  

regarding the aspect of the town , and what the construction are looking like ?   The 

moment of translation of culture , from Europe to the U.S. is considerable important , and 

if artists from U.S. were traveling to Europe to learn and see , with the time what 

happened was that artists from Europe come to U.S.  These time to produce or to 

continue to do , and teach what they were teaching and doing when they were in their 

birth countries ! What this demonstrates  would be the  benefits and  continuation of the 

American culture as a magnificent development  of European  endeavors ! Chicago is for 

sure  the home town of high  buildings that give the emblematic icon of the American 

down town , and aspiration of building or living among the stars and fresh air of the highs 

! The beautiful sky scrapers of the most every down town in United States  , were 

possible according to a strong producing convenient metal industry , at comfortable price 

and in satisfactory quantities , the model was of course that of the Britannic economy , in 

the domain !   

We  should take a look at the times we are talking about , we are somewhere  at the 

middle of the twenty’s  century , America is taking strong steps through economic 

development , and is approaching  to become the most powerful and richest country in 

the world .  The general context  , in the construction industry , business and general 

money making activity , is becoming extremely successfully and is becoming to 

appreciate it’s developers , and promoters , the problems of  

most of how the buildings should be looking   like , and most of al what should they 

express , as to achieve the right message of a new world .  

 

 



 
Visualization  of Relativistic  Theory    

 

 

About the relativity and string theory  , related to architecture , dimensioning . 

Above all this physics theories are talking about , problems as  what is a dimension ? and 

why is time a dimension ? the most revolutionary theories in this field , are dealing with 

accurate architectural elements of dimensioning and most of all problems of the space , 

architects are generally trying to bring this object of  interest to some kind of harmony or 

are trying  to give ,  a sense and message an image to this through the centuries , how are  

we supposed to   deal with  something  that we do not know , what is composed of  , since 

we do not know what and how many dimensions it has !  are we not loosing the essence 



of the process  , since we ignore the latest discoveries in the field or we do not know  how 

to make the connection  of the so different domains of activity , research and practice ? It 

is very interesting that  this science researchers are going maybe to fast , or maybe the 

lack of interest of the architects regarding physics  as theories being to science related , 

and considered all this process of creating projects as an artistic activity , based on 

inspiration /magic  world that nobody knows exactly what it means and where it comes 

from , and most of all why does it come and inspires one or another , considered and 

related to divine inspiration as an gift or something that is not possible to be explained , 

or explored or analyzed .   What  I am trying to say is that we as architects or people of 

related disciplines should look very attentive to the most discoveries of the science we 

could find answers to long time asked questions of the construction industry even now 

days when the modern and previous architectural styles are dealing with a not so 

constructive or beneficiary dialog , throwing words that do not make sense or rising 

construction that you do not know what are talking about , or what they want most to 

express besides the function they are housing one way or another ! because after all we 

architects want more then anything else to express the universe in general related to our 

own believes experience , and we do want to modernize our way of thinking and doing 

our projects and generally of what we are doing  !      But let’s see what the sting theory is 

saying , about it ,  or  for the beginning we have to go back as to the Isaac Newton that 

for the time is universal for all objects  no matter their motion relative to one another , 

this theory went well teal Einstein  had observed that it was not constant  , consistent  

with the propagation  of light as electromagnetic radiation !  Einstein treats time like  a 

coordinate , that would mean that we have four coordinates to describe an event in space 

time ! If we have D dimensions of space at one time , then we say there are d=D+1 

dimensions of space time . The equations of motion can be solved and classified in d 

dimensions just like in four space time dimensions ! How are we supposed to understand 

that , or what are we supposed to understand , of course what we are talking about is 

theoretic advanced physics , but let’s do not forget physics does not deal with nothing 

that has not any connection with reality or real phenomena , so that would mean we 

might have as well as ten dimensions – that would be of what nature since what our 

senses are telling us    the usual and classic three of them – would we change our point of 

view with so different coordinates as from some to as much as ten dimensions !  

How far would our imagination follow the theoretic discoveries of our science – 

discoveries . We do not deal with philosophical or extremely abstract concepts here , 

what we are talking about is  ,real Architecture with real Buildings for real People - but 

with all this to be sad a project is a project – it has a lot of abstract and a lot of real stuff 

also . Where would this lead the construction industry to – that is about the major 

constructions made for meddle people that constitute the majority of the population in 

countries  , with different level of industrialization and economic development , because 

after all that is what will give the general aspect of our new or old cities , there is always 

besides the relative isolated avangard phenomena , the general construction , 

development of every day of every house that is taking shape this days , that is influenced 

by the tops of the movement as well as by all the previous and  not so up to day events in 

the domain ! There are some degrees of influence between the ultra to day elements and 

productions of Architecture and the phenomena  of a large development and scale of the 

one time , construction development , there are even  architects like Leon Krier  that 



would denial the now days architecture preaching  some kind of return to the innocence 

,of the previous classical times , or other times renaissance  , all this in the days when we 

could have our own renewal  of the world of Architecture by her self , with new elements 

we do not even imagine if we do not know were to for that and what to ask for  from our 

associates and partners , that might have some more information then we do about 

different possibilities .  

 

 

   

 

     



     
     Visualization    of   Relativistic  Theory   -       

 

Placing a such complex  process as , building a beautiful house or an office building , 

would be something that we might reconsider in contemporary development of the thing , 

where should we place that ? what else then we already do should we be doing , because 

there is evident that we are missing something here and we should be more up to date 

about some other things we cannot ignore and that seam to passing by besides us , when 

we should consider , all or most of the science development achievements and 

discoveries of the most recent time !  There of course certain  limitation about the , but 

basically the future is there waiting to find application to what the physics is discovering , 

that might be our new roll about that , because we are dealing with very practice 

situations and events in our endeavors to   provide better space , more resistant 

construction and may other solution to what the previous development of the city , village 

or  neighborhood of our or the one our clients are  asking  for , if  modern times have 

brought us to some kind of dilemma there is also the present time that is going to lead us 

the right and contemporary solution , not return to classic not nostalgic achievement of 

the previous valuable art and architectural times ! It took us several decades to use the 

computer drafting design technologies , there is little practice in any architectural office 

that does not use the AutoCAD or the ArchiCad or what ever other program that makes 

possible drawing the necessary plans and facades for our buildings , this should be just  a 

drop in the ocean for what we really  , there must be more then just that in what 

technology is able to do the construction process so tide to the immediate reality and 

evident reality as well as to the abstract of the phenomena , we might as well reconsider 

the impact of the light on the elevation on the interior space of our building , when it is 

known that there     so many things that were discovered about that – not only the speed 

that brought the light to several others domains and aspects of the process !The light that  

Le Corbusier  has  described as necessary for the observing of the volumes , but the light 

is changing directions  it has different  intensity  , in different times of the day and of the 

year , so we might consider different angles of observation , and contemplation  , there 

are different  sites on different  continents  with different characteristics from one 

location to another !  There is also the image of the light , by night with different local 

and general effects , more specific because of the rather dark surrounding ! Light is a 

specific domain of research , by it self it brought  a lot of research , and discoveries , that 



followed from that , as the nature of the phenomena , and consequences ! 

The way light reflects different textures is another problem , glass can be transparent , it 

can be reflecting and it can also be colored and give so many interesting images of the 

volume that they constitute , why is glass modern ? of course because is shining all over    

the surface it covers , it gives impression of  new and clean , it reflects the surrounding 

and most of all has the most degree of accommodating and giving the image of the right 

time , of the right time we are all looking for , they are huge clocks  giving the morning 

or evening just like a news paper giving the image and the right moment of the day ! 

Glass and light are the most important components of contemporary architecture , no 

more massive walls that give you impression of  the ancient fear and fortification , it is 

the time of transparence and light reflected by shining elements we used before that have 

used just for drinking water or small pieces of colored windows or what ever else  !  

But what about time , did we consider that element – did we think about relating our 

work to one epoch or another , or what would it mean in let’s say one hundred years from 

now , what will the people passing by our just built construction think a couple of years 

from now think about , what we did or what we have designed , how are they going to 

look like    will the rain take their color of , or change shining aspect of our construction – 

and maybe to what kind of public do we address our work – are we thinking to improve 

our visitors or to bring them to better reflections and thoughts – as a better way of seeing  

their endeavors or way of life generally ?   Time important element we hardly take in our 

equation , but where would it fit exactly ? in our contemporary endeavors  we always 

relate to the previous construction past , because we have our so to speak culture 

elements that we deal with , coming from what we have designed before or what we 

prefer or consider that would express our personality or personal preferences through the 

present time of the project elaboration , would relate  our work to the surroundings of our 

site and bring an new element that one way or another will be implemented in an existing 

context and will have to create a dialogue with the existing constructions on the site – 

will also be part of an existing language and generally existing   culture , consisting of so 

many elements that we could , hardly think of all that at one time ! Time is going to fly 

from the moment of the beginning of the construction , if we are going to take pictures 

from that moment on and put them all together at the time of the construction is done we 

will have the hole picture of an one year or one year and a half , work in a couple of 

minutes passing along in front of our eyes  , what does this mean – compression of time 

as real as it is as it has already passed and become ancient history , right there in a couple 

of minutes at incredible speed , real and seeable as it can be , so to speak ! What would 

that mean ? above all , some kind of animated cartoons but relevant for what we want to 

explain , what speed would the construction process achieve , anything  near the speed of 

light , would some theories regarding that kind of speed  apply ? Is such a scenario real  

for further conclusion , or investigation , where would all this lead us , I have not the 

conclusions , I am just trying to apply some advanced physics to an maybe to far from 

that domain , endeavors   , as the construction process !     In that moment we have a new 

building that is becoming present and an element of the constructed collection of the city 

, street and so on ! we take pictures of the new existing element every month , for let’s 

say ten years and put them together after that we will have , the proving element for what 

time is doing to our buildings   , eventual exchanges or replacements  , of the elevations – 

degradation of the exterior materials , regarding exchanges of seasons , pollution ,  



exchanges of the colors or textures of the different materials consisting of the general 

ensemble  , so as we observe time is doing a lot of things to the constructed element – 

accelerating our perception we might observe different things we might consider and 

introduce   to our general equations related to our elaboration of our project and elements 

of construction !  

The ancient  Greeks where taking in  the elaboration of their temples , elements as optic 

corrections were they wrong doing that ?  discussing just the process by it self , not the 

achievements , I mean did they think that have resolved all the other problems and just 

what remained to do was to solve the imperfections system of looking at a long straight 

line , in the space ? could they do different from that , discover what else , do be better 

and more beautiful buildings , or better sad of what they were thinking to be a beautiful 

building ? What would they say about what we do in now days ? would they like it ? We 

do not use optic corrections , and I could hardly think of any other building that did 

except for the Parthenon of Athens , but that is greatly glorified in any school  lecture or 

anywhere else ? why we do not use the past system of the kitchen with wood fire and 

huge fire places – but we steal long for the aristocratic castles  shapes , or ancient Greek 

temples forms repeated  again and again  -   there is no contradiction between using latest 

technology and preferring some others centuries kind of architecture – says mr Leon 

Krier – ohhhhh   but there is how we accept the goods of the industry in our every day 

life – and denied the ample result of the form and design – do we build like the people of 

the twelve’s century or maybe like those of the fifteenth century – is for sure our choice  

but would not be more reasonable to build like those of the twenty first century ? big 

question mark – since after all this is the time that we do live   at this very present time of 

our existence      -  is physiological  to have nostalgic feelings for the times that have 

passed – but would not be more close to reality and more responsible to accept the now 

days environment – reality and everything that it brings to our every day life – why 

cannot we do just that ? another big question mark ? why is it so hard for us to live in our 

century – the twenty first  name of glory – and maybe not just forget     the previous ones 

or but maybe just a little bit – that would not be so bad at all -                               
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Maybe we get what is happening with the people that are growing in age , in other words 

losing part of the enthusiasm – looking to previous experiences to much , loosing the 

sentiment  or  the hunger for new discoveries , new metrologies , and new  lot of other 

things and ideas – did we as a generation get old ? did we get tired of inventing things 

and discovering theories and recognizing the value of  the progress ,  and the truth of  the 

evident  and immediate  ?  Our generation brought the pop music , and  the rock  and the  

discoveries of the electric  sound and amplification of the soft guitar  , is that just old and 

not available any more !  We also brought  the abstract  and the value a simple jester  ,  

the significance of  the pure light and  the speed  of  the sound , is that to little  !  we have 

more , so much more to bring and to offer ,   to arts and to science  !  We  brought  the  

modern  even it was existing  since several decades , it was just incipient we give it value 

and force of our believes  , of our  generation and of our years  of struggle and battle , it 

was our  battle and is steel  going on even the modern continues to be controversial and 

the classic  to be confused with  high  class and quality  and to replace just a  recent  

exchange of  financial  level , that would just  justify also an exchange  in   aristocratic  

dissentience  ,  because some people are just not to  understandable   with  their  time  ?  
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Coming  back to the real matter of our endeavors  ,  that is the Architecture and the 

advanced physics , matter of  interference  and eventual  benefices of an eventual  closer  

collaboration  , and  further development of  the first regarding  -  conclusions  and 

interpretation -  what  would we understand from  that  , from the interpretation of 

relativistic   theory  from  an  architectural  way  of view  - would it  be any benefic  

interpretation  would  it  conclude  new ways of  understanding and a new completely 

theory regarding what we see about  it  , about  our  hole new way  of  looking  at  our   

present  and  past  endeavors  , would the  string  theory  and  other advanced   physics  

visualization  and images  bring  a  completely  new  architecture  , so new and so  

different  from the previous experience , that we might even ask our selves  how is it 

possible that we did not think about it before , long time before !  All this are  , simple 

theories  regarding  simple principles ,  even  their  inventors did not  exactly  direct for 

them a precise use , going  to  have a meaning   and  exact use , but not in an philosophic  

way , but in a manner of  interpreting  what we are looking at since now in a completely 

new and different manner that would lead us to new unprecedented  results !              

What  would be the use – of completely new science theories advanced physics in 

designing architectural projects – this a one   million  dollars question ? we have to ask – 

since the science seams to explain  the  surroundings  of our every day life – we might 

use some help here and some information that is completely available to so many other 

domains that is hard to believe that the Architecture would mot apply – this in some 

primary  basis  !  going further with our endeavors , relativistic theory –  has been around 

since the beginning of the century  did we relate it to such  sectors as architecture and 

constructions – why would we have done such a association – in other words were else 

has this theory find application – was it just a metaphysic  explanation  or just regarded as 

a speculation of an sharp mind ?    

A lot of theories have conducted to extraordinary discoveries as energy development and 

contentment  from the  analyses  of the components of the material world , from electrons 

and nucleus and neutrons – this has finally  lead to the atomic energy – of Mr. Fermy  and    

Mr. Freynman  - they have developed this theories and practices to the middle of the 

twenty’s  century  , and achieved  all this to the analyzing  engine  of the molecular 

components of the elements of the material world ! 

So what does Mr. Freynman say about essential objects and their importance “ if you will 



answer a question from me , so I can have a better idea of what essential objects means : 

is a brick an essential object ?  The  electron is a theory that we use ; it is so useful in 

understanding the way nature works that we might even call it real . I wanted to make the 

idea of a theory clear by analogy .In the case of the brick my next question was going to 

be , What about the inside of a brick ? and I would then point out that no one has ever 

seen the inside of a brick . Every time you brake     a brick you only see the surface . That 

the brick has a inside is a simple theory  that helps us understand  things better . The 

theory of electron is analogous  So I began by asking , Is a brick an essential object ? “ 

How far would we go , discovering elements of the constructions we do , and we design ? 

Because after all Is a brick an essential object ? Let’s analyze  a bit  the matter -  do we 

do a lot of constructions of brick , now days ? not really did we do a lot of them in not far 

our past , yes we did – but since technology has changed a lot we have to consider a 

completely different matter , regarding essential elements of our constructions ?  but  we 

can steal consider the brick as a convenient or conventional element – in the idea that we 

build with it , we put things one above the other – in order to obtained  our  desired object 

?   but this is very primary , we did that thousands of years a go – with blocks of stone 

and some of them lasted to us to admire and to wonder what  would have been the houses 

look a like ?            A building  is an conglomerate  of so many material  and obviously 

so many elements  and  substances some of the of organic origin  others obtained of 

several combination – and processes  .  Could  we  presume  that    Mr. Freynman  would 

have been in the possession of an terrible microscope – that would allowed him to look at 

his electrons and observe  structures  movements  or what ever he might be interested 

about – would this kind of technique  lead to sooner discoveries of elements theories  -  it 

would not work  in the relativistic theory  but let’s  just go further – presuming we use the 

earth  Google  program  and  we start searching  we have first  the earth or our planet   or 

mother Earth ,  we would not think of going further then that – so after that what do we 

do , we search for a town and locate that – what is a town   first of all  is composed of a 

lots of buildings some agley  others maybe beautiful  - but this is what we are interested 

about constructions the ultimate result of human activity , creation and human life and 

preoccupation for better life and comfort – because it has been some time since we do not 

live in caves any more – so a lot of buildings   this is very good for us we like buildings 

we want buildings to be more interesting more human like useful and more nature like 

even there are pretty much objects of  an opposite nature and preoccupation !  O.K. but 

lets go further   lots of buildings = a town  after that we look for a neighborhood  - this is 

some kind of an artificial and administrative separation  but  this is what towns are made 

of – and then we look for a street witch  is a some kind of a direction with buildings on 

one side and the other – this is again very good we have buildings here , a lot of buildings 

one after another , along the street some tall some shot some white others gray  or  yellow  

!    WHO KNOWS  !  from different times from different styles  

THEN we have the really distinctive objects as units self determinate as  distinctive units 

– that again divide them self as different  apartments or habitat distinctive cells or atoms 

that compose the respective  objects by them selves , could we design the free space of 

our interiors or exterior space we live in or better fit in , we take from the surrounding 

space  we fit in several ways with our environment and free space we are looking for 

several way each day from early hours to late in the night – we have this every day more 

or less routine day itinerary or program – free space is communicating and having the 



negative of out designs – because we design objects that fit in what is left of our living or 

bad room is something else – the free space of our interiors  and  city space – did we get 

to the electron and neutron of our study object – do we have the right approach  and are 

making the right connection  ? we will see and try to justify our opinions and 

presumptions and eventual theories , trying also to demonstrate what we are talking about 

! because after all there were previous assumption that there were some thinks that should 

be searched around this subjects , searching for essential object  or element !  ounce again  

a building is not an element created by nature , on the contrary is as man created as it can 

be , to a conglomerate of elements constituting towns as well as by it self by so many 

elements of structure or decoration from wall paper to concrete , should we by looking 

for laws that a governing the process there are several of them from function to structure , 

and probably we should add much more of them deducting from what we have found 

from the last science approaches , as theories or applied science !  Architecture is so 

beautiful , so complex and so important to us all – that is  the discipline of the disciplines 

and the master of the master of art to what we are looking for generally – there is nothing  

like moving into a new house , or better then moving into a new beautiful house – or how 

does anyone feel walking through a beautiful town with nice looking houses – makes you 

pride to live there and to belong there generally or just to visit . Buildings represent 

emblematic elements of our media , of our environment described or compared as the 

oxygen pollution so to speak  they  represent  symbols of nations and emblems of 

peculiar  places  , becoming very specific and very representative – the cathedrals of the 

Gothic period – such characteristic space so little wide so much height  - so many 

sculptures – even they have the allure of the sand castles  they have been lasting for 

centuries  , they had no bricks they hade stone blocs , cut and chopped from natural stone 

– the message they were trying to give was different from one of an usual construction – 

Gothic cathedral were monuments of  the catholic church    -  they serve now days as they 

would have been built recently – they give us the presence of continuity and serenity that 

we were looking for initially .  Catholic Cathedrals  are trying to give us the sentiment of 

divinity  they try to achieve with their architecture -  from the with in – inside the 

Cathedral  the width in regards with the height  result in such a shape that is merely  

taking you a way to the high levels of the ground , of the our every day life and is tiring  

to rise us all up from the usual struggle and preoccupied day of our every day !   Some 

people as the firm of AHMM of London  say that I quota  “ The challenge  of architecture 

is not then how to dominate or belittle other voices and energies , but how to work with 

them , to encourage them and to gain the best possible building out of that interaction . 

The AHMM office , like other practices , has chosen exactly this rout in many if not all of 

their projects , setting up either special one-off , or continuing and close working 

relationship with , among others , artists , graphics designers , planners , furniture and 

product designers , academics , members of the public and builders “  it is also to be 

mentioned that the space they design is so precious for then that is irradiating from  the 

general schemes and schematics generally some kind of special understanding and 

interpretation !  

What else would be more wonderful then our every day life environment be improve – 

change or restructure or dream about – what gives the pleasant aspect of an pleasant 

neighborhood  it is  of course the space or in other words the quality of space that we live 

within    , most of the time we have nothing to do with that – we just pick a studio or a 



two bedroom apartment depending on the budget and that is about it ! what I am trying to 

say is that we should just for a change trust our architects and just let them or us do our 

job according with our believes and theoretical concepts – we or mostly  you should 

expend   our domain of expertise to better  looking streets and houses believe in  the 

power of beautiful colors to create something out of nothing in the special volumes of our 

times so pure and abstract as they are – and not ask for ridiculous combinations between 

styles and other times – representatives elements that combined with  the now  days  

requirements lead to anachronism  misunderstandings and others of this kind – live has 

changed – styles have changed – needs are different and functions are as well – all this 

are leading by them self to their solutions we just have to put a bit of our beliefs into all 

that -  believe in your architect and he will respond to your trust   with buildings –  and 

surroundings that   will fit to your  way of live as a glove so to speak !  

 

 

 

 

                                                                               

 

 

 


